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Layer-Dependent Calibrated BOLD Response in Human M1 
M. Guidi, L. Huber, L. Lampe, C. J. Gauthier, and H. E. Möller 
Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive & Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany 

 

 
 
Purpose: Increasing interest towards the distribution of neural activity across cortical layers has motivated a number of human 
and animal multimodal studies but did not yet provide univocal interpretations. The presence of a stronger blood-oxygenation 
level dependent (BOLD) response arising specifically from neural activity in middle layers remains elusivea-b-c. 
Due to the complex nature of the BOLD response and, hence, inherent difficulty to derive a quantitative interpretation, additional 
contrasts and increased spatial resolution are required to obtain information about metabolic activity across cortical layers. 
Methods: The experiment was performed in n = 6 healthy volunteers. BOLD and vascular space occupancy (VASO) data were 
acquired in an interleaved fashion using SS-SI-VASOd with nominal in-plane resolution of 0.8×0.8mm2 and 1.5mm slice thickness 
(matrix 64×64, 5 slices) at 7 T. 
The functional paradigm consisted of a combination of alternated 30sec periods of finger tapping and rest and a 5%-CO2 gas 
challenge. The gas was administered during two 3min periods, separated by intervals of normal air breathing, for an overall scan 
time of 15min. 
A region of interest in primary motor cortex (M1)e was defined using FSL Feat (Z>2.3; p<0.05, cluster level). NIfTI images were 
resized to 256×256 and the cortex was divided into 20 laminae using an equidistant approach starting from the gray matter (GM)-
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) interface. 
Results: Averaged gradient echo (GE) BOLD and VASO time courses are shown in Fig 1a. Green shades indicate the intervals of 
hypercapnia, while the yellow shade indicates the first episode of tapping. BOLD and VASO activation profiles for the different 
conditions ‘hypercapnia’ and ‘task’ are shown in Figs. 1b and c, respectively. 
Scaled profiles were obtained by dividing Stask by SHC separately for BOLD and VASO (Fig. 1d). Finally, profiles for the 
calibration parameter M and cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen (CMRO2) changes across layers were calculated according to the 
Davis modelf assuming αtot = 0.38, αvein = 0.2 , β = 1 (Figs. 1e and f, respectively). 
Discussion: Hypercapnia- and task-induced activations generate similar profiles. The scaled BOLD profile (Fig. 1d) shows a peak 
at the surface and drops in deeper laminae, as expected from its sensitivity to pial veins. A small increase is present in middle 
layers (not significant), which arises from a subtle drop in SHC rather than an increase in Stask (arrow in Fig. 1b). Unlike BOLD, the 
scaled VASO profile (Fig. 1d) has values above 1 all over the gray matter, consistent with the fact that it is insensitive to CMRO2 
changes during the stimulation task. 
The distribution of M shows a distinct variation with depth, suggesting that the assumption of a constant value across the cortex 
could be prone to errorsg. The CMRO2 profile shows high noise and variability, raising the question whether the underlying model 
is suitable for layer-dependent studies given the SNR available. 
References: a Koopmans et al., NeuroImage, 2011. b Zhao et al., NeuroImage, 2006. c Goense et al., MRI, 2006. d Huber et al., 
MRM, 2013. e Trampel et al., Proceedings of 20th ISMRM, 2012. f Davis et al., PNAS, 1998. g Herman et al., PNAS, 2013. 
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Investigating*the*dependence*of*the*BOLD*calibration*constant*M*on*echo*time**
Hannah%Hare

a
,%Daniel%Bulte

a
%%

aFMRIB&Centre,&University&of&Oxford,&Oxford,&United&Kingdom%

*

Introduction*Calibrated% functional%MRI
1
% (fMRI)%uses%gas% challenges% such%as%hypercapnia

2
% (increased%CO2)%or%

hyperoxia
3
% (increased% O2)% to% estimate% the% calibration% parameter%M,%which% represents% the%maximum% possible%

BOLD%signal%that%could%theoretically%be%evoked.%Once%M%is%known,%it%is%possible%to%calculate%relative%or%absolute%

changes%in%cerebral%metabolic%rate%of%oxygen%consumption%(CMRO2).%

M% is% a% physiological% parameter% which% will% vary% depending% on% the% type% of% tissue,% field% strength% and% scanner%

hardware.%Its%value%also%depends%on%scanning%parameters%such%as%the%echo%time%(TE),%as%this%affects%the%size%of%

the% measured% BOLD% signal.% It% is% commonly% assumed% that% M% is% directly% proportional% to% TE,% allowing% for%

experimental% values% to% be% linearly% scaled% for% comparisons% between% studies.
4
% However,% this% has% never% been%

experimentally%verified,%and%it% is%not%known%if%other%factors%contributing%to%M%may%have%some%additional,%nonM

linear%dependence%on%TE.%%

Methods* A% pseudoMcontinuous% arterial% spin% labelling% (PCASL)% sequence%was% implemented% on% a% Siemens% 3T%

scanner,%with%5%echoes%acquired%at%20/35/49/64/78ms%(resolution%3.4x3.4x7.5mm;%GRAPPA%3;%PLD%1.8s;%TR%4s).%

The%option%of%playing%out%bipolar% flow%crusher%gradients% immediately%before% the% first%echo%was%added;%where%

used,%these%were%set%to%have%a%cutoff%velocity%of%1.9cm/s.%%

8%healthy% volunteers% (5% female)%were% scanned%after% giving% informed% consent.% Two%CO2%blocks%of% 3%mins%were%

delivered% through%a%nasal% cannula%and%mixed%with% room%air,% resulting% in%a%CO2% stimulus%of%approximately%4%.%

This%protocol%was%repeated%twice,%both%with%and%without%flow%crushing%

gradients.% PostMprocessing% was% performed% using% FSL%

(http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl)% and% Matlab% (The% MathWorks% Inc.,%

Natick,%Massachusetts,% USA).%M% was% calculated% within% a% grey%matter%

region%of% interest,% from%ASL%(first%echo%only)%and%BOLD%responses%(for%

each%TE%individually).%%

Results* and* Discussion* The% relationship% between% M% and% TE% is%

linear,%as%shown%in%figure%1.%The%intercept%is%not%zero%as%has%previously%

been% assumed,% but% decreases% when% crusher% gradients% are% added.%

Figure%2%shows%M%values%that%have%been%linearly%scaled%to%an%“optimal”%

TE%of%35ms% (assuming%zero% intercept),%and%gives%an% idea%of% the%errors%

introduced% by% this% common% scaling% method.% M% values% are% generally%

scaled%and%quoted%between%studies%for%a%coarse%comparison%only,%and%

the% additional% error% or% variability% introduced% by% assuming% a% linear%

scaling% with% zero% intercept% is% likely% to% be% small% compared% to% other%

considerations% (e.g.% differences% in% hardware% and% sequence% design%

between%imaging%centres).%%

Conclusion* M% is% a% linear% function% of% TE,% but% with% a% nonMzero%

intercept.% However,% the% relationship% is% close% to% linear.% Where% two%

echoes% are% acquired% (e.g.% by% using% a% dual% echo% pulse% sequence),% it%

would% be% possible% to% estimate% the% intercept% on% a% studyM% or% subjectM

specific%basis,%which%could%significantly%improve%the%accuracy%of%scaling%

M%to%an%“optimal”%echo%time.%However,%we%recommend%against%putting%

too% much% weight% on% agreements% or% disagreements% in% M% values%

between% different% studies,% especially% when% the% echo% times% differ%

significantly,%regardless%of%which%scaling%method%is%used.%

References* 1.% Hoge% RD.%Neuroimage% 2012;% 62(2):% 930M7.% % 2.% Davis% TL% et% al.% PNAS% 1998;% 95(4):% 1834M9.% % 3.%
Chiarelli%PA%et%al.%Neuroimage%2007;%37(3):%808M20.%%4.%Gauthier%CJ%et%al.%Neuroimage%2011;%54(2):%1001M11.%*

Figure'1.'M&as&a&function&of&echo&time&(TE).&

Figure'2.'M&scaled&to&optimal&echo&time&(35ms),&
assuming&an&intercept&of&zero.'



Examining Grey and White Matter7T BOLD-CVR Responses to a Ramped Hypercapnic Stimulus  
Alex Bhogal1, Marielle Philippens2, Jeroen C.W. Siero1, Esben Petersen1, Joe Fisher3, Peter Luijten1, and Hans Hoogduin1 

1Radiology, University Medical Center, Utrecht, Netherlands, 2Radiotherapy, University Medical Center, Utrecht, Netherlands, 
3Anaesthesia & Physiology, UniversityHealth Network, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

INTRODUCTION: Previously we showed a non-linear BOLD-CVR response to a slow, progressive hypercapnic stimulus 
[1]. This response varied between GM and WM ROIs suggesting the existence of a tissue-specific CVR response. Such 
differences have been attributed to response timing delays [2][3] as well as variable CO2 diffusivity [4]. Nevertheless, no 
clear explanatory mechanisms have been purported. Here we examine these processes in detail.  

METHODS: 9 healthy volunteers were scanned on a Philips 7T scanner using a GE-EPI sequence (scan params: see ref [1]) 
throughout a 600s targeted hypo- to hypercapnic breathing challenge delivered by a RespirAct (Thornhill Research Inc, 
Toronto, Can) as follows: 120s baseline, 60s hypocapnia, 300s hypercapnic ramp, 120s baseline. BOLD data was pre-
processed in FSL: mean timeseries volume creation (FSLMATHS), brain extraction (BET), re-alignment (MCFLIRT). 
Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) standard images were registered to mean timeseries volumes via linear/non-linear 
transformations using Elastix (Image Sciences Institute, Utrecht). Transformation matrices were applied to MNI ROIs (see 
legend of figure 1). ROI timeseries data were normalized, smoothed and linearly detrended. ROI BOLD response was 
plotted as a function of PaCO2. A sigmoidal model was fit to the resulting BOLD-CVR curves. Normalization of the BOLD-
CVR response across subjects was done by averaging the expected %ΔBOLD change for positive and negative steps (-10 to 
+25 mmHg PaCO2) about each subj. baseline PaCO2 (effectively shifting each curve so that baseline values coincided).  

RESULTS: Fig 1 shows the normalized GM/WM BOLD-CVR averaged across 9 subjects. CVR behavior and significant 
tissue specific differences were consistent across subjects. At increasing PaCO2, the GM BOLD-CVR signal began to 
plateau while that of the inner/deep WM ROIs  showed increasing 
behavior (and in the inner WM case, a delayed plateau onset).  

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION: Differences in relative tissue 
%ΔBOLD of the GM and WM BOLD-CVR response can be attributed to 
variations in perfusion properties or vascular density. Previous work 
assuming homogeneous CVR behaviour between tissues have attributed 
GM/WM CVR delays to variable response shape [3] and/or timing [2] or 
CO2 diffusivity [4], The response shift seen in this work is too large to be 
the result of these factors. Furthermore, the response shapes differ between 
GM and WM. These observations suggest the presence of additional 
mechanisms, or unequal CVR response between tissue types. Typically 
feeding arteries perfuse GM and have branches that penetrate towards the 
WM (i.e. medullar/lenticulostriate arteries). A global vasoactive stimulus  
will cause regionally-dependent decreases in peripheral resistance that will 
modulate blood flow at upstream branch points. This will result in 
dynamic pressure changes that will determine the relative flow rates to 
different tissue compartments. Our results show evidence that this is a 
dynamic phenomenon related to the degree of the applied vasoactive 
stimulus. This effect seems to depend on cerebral depth. As CVR is 
exhausted in GM, the relative flow to the deeper WM structures increases 
indicating a redistribution of relative blood flow at high PaCO2 towards 
WM. These differences might be the result of the  structural organization 
of cerebrovasculature in combination with a dampened (due to WM tissue 
compliance [3]), reduced/less sensitive, or passive WM CVR response. 

REFERENCES & ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: [1] Bhogal et al., Neuroimage 2014, [2] Blockley et al., MRM 2011, [3] 
Rostrup et al., Neuroimage 2005, [4] Thomas et al., JCBFM 2014 , This study was part of the EU Artemis high profile 
project  

 
Figure 1: Normalized (across 9 subjects) BOLD-
CVR curves for GM and WM ROIs of 
increasing cerebral depth. 



Cerebral blood volume redistribution during hypercapnia  
L. Huber1, A. Kennerley2, C. J. Gauthier1, S. Krieger1, M. Guidi1, D. Ivanov1, R. Turner1, and H. E. Möller1  

1 Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive & Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany 
2 Signal Processing in Neuroimaging and Systems Neuroscience, University of Sheffield, UK 

 

Purpose: Since the skull is inextensible and the brain is incompressible, global cerebral blood volume (CBV) increase during 
hypercapnia (in the range of 10-25 ml) must be compensated by a decrease in other volume compartmentsa. While moderate 
capillary volume increase can be compensated by water redistribution across the permeable endotheliuma, the compensation 
mechanism for the considerable global arteriolar CBV change during hypercapnia remains unknown. The purpose of this study is 
to address this question empirically by measuring dynamic volume changes in arteries, microvessels without macrovascular 
contributions, veins, and CSF during hypercapnia and stimulation with Optical Imaging Spectroscopy (OIS)b and volume sensitive 
fMRIc.  
Methods: OIS in rats (N=5) during whisker stimulation and hypercapnia provides a measure of CBV and oxygen saturation (Y) 
changesb. VASO data in humans (N=5) were acquired during hypercapnia and visual stimulation with imaging parameters 
provided earlierd. The lateral ventricles (N=3) volume in humans was also imaged during hypercapnia with a TSE sequence 
(0.4x0.4x1 mm3, TE = 84 ms). All hypercapnia experiments had the following paradigm: 2 min air, 5 min 5% CO2 in air, and 3 

min air.  
Results and Discussion: Fig. 1 a, b, c, d show OIS results in rat brain. The activation-induced CBV response peaks in the barrel 
cortex. Widespread small CBV responses can be seen throughout the FOV, including ROIs containing large draining veins. 
During hypercapnia, the CBV increase is dominated by large pial arteries (black arrows), while large draining veins with the 
greatest change in blood oxygenation level (white arrows) show a very small CBV decrease. The venous CBV decrease is 
strongest in the first two minutes after hypercapnia onset (data not shown). Fig.1 e, f show signal changes around the lateral 
ventricles during hypercapnia. Quantitative estimates (voxel counting) suggest a CSF volume decrease of 0.8 ml in both ventricles 
(5% of their volume at rest). Fig. 1 g, h show maps of ΔCBV during stimulation and hypercapnia in human brain. Different CBV 
changes in ROIs with and without pial macrovasculature (Fig.1 i, j) confirm the rat results; during hypercapnia CBV increase in 
pial macrovasculature is significantly larger compared to GM without large arteries, in contrast to focal activation. CBV time-
courses during hypercapnia in humans and rats (Fig.1 k) show that it takes about 2-3 minutes until CBV increase reaches its 
maximal amplitude. In normal physiological conditions, during such a period, about 1.2 ml of fresh CSF is produced from the 
choroid plexus and 1.2 ml of old CSF is excreted via the dural venous sinuses. All results shown suggest that the CBV increase 
during hypercapnia has different compensation mechanisms compared with changes due to focal activity. 
Conclusion: In calibrated BOLD modelling, identical physiological model parameters are assumed for hypercapnia and focal 
activity change. Results of this study, however, show different interactions of individual vascular compartments for both 
conditions. They suggest a negative α-value specifically in the regions that contribute most to the BOLD signal change during 
hypercapnia, in contrast to focal activation. Furthermore, they demonstrate that CBV increase during hypercapnia is significantly 
dominated by the large pial arteries at the cortical surface in contrast to the CBV increase during focal activation. 
References: a Krieger, et al., JCBFM, 2012. b Kennerley, et al., MRM, 2005. c Lu, et al., MRM. 2003. d Huber et al., MRM 
2014.  
We thank Elisabeth Roggenhofer and Ilona Henseler for medical supervision of the human hypercapnia experiments. 



Normalizing cerebrovascular reactivity map via concomitant CO2 and O2 challenge 
Peiying Liu, Yang Li, Darlene King, Marco Pinho, Babu Welch and Hanzhang Lu 

University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas, Texas, USA 
 
Introduction: Cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR), measured by combining BOLD fMRI and hypercapnia, 
is an important marker of cerebrovascular function. An undesirable feature of current CVR mapping 
results is that the image shows very strong contrast in large drains due to large blood volume in these 
voxels, which reduces the conspicuity of true CVR abnormalities. We propose that the venous signal can 
be de-emphasized by accounting for blood volume on a voxel-by-voxel basis, which can be obtained by 
O2 breathing. Therefore, in this work, we first demonstrated a “normalized CVR” mapping method by 
normalizing CO2-CVR map with O2-reactivity map. One concern of this method is that the scan duration 
may be increased. Thus, we then focused on the development of a novel breathing paradigm, in which 
CO2 and O2 inhalation was applied simultaneously. This allowed the acquisition of both CO2 and O2 
reactivity maps without adding scan time. We further demonstrated the feasibility of this new breathing 
paradigm in patients with Moyamoya disease. 
Methods: Study 1: Proof of principle. 7 healthy subjects were studied on a 3T scanner. Each subject 
performed a hypercapnia challenge followed by hyperoxia. During the entire session, end-tidal CO2 and 
O2 were recorded and BOLD images were continuously acquired. The CO2-CVR, O2-reactivity and 
normalized CVR maps were obtained for each subject. 
Study 2: Concomitant CO2/O2 breathing paradigm. Since separate acquisitions of CO2 and O2 data will 
lengthen the scan duration, a concomitant CO2/O2 paradigm (Fig. 1a) was developed to obtain both CO2 
and O2 reactivities within the duration of one scan (~9min). 7 subjects were tested with both the 
simultaneous paradigm and separated CO2 and O2 paradigms. CVR maps of the separate and 
simultaneous challenges were compared. 2 Moyamoya patients underwent the simultaneous CO2/O2 
challenge as well. The CO2 and O2 reactivity maps were obtained for each patient. 
Results: Study 1: Fig. 2a demonstrated that large vessel regions contained very high signals in both the 
CO2-CVR and O2-reactivity maps. Gray matter regions also showed greater CVR than white matter. This 
strong contrast across tissue types does not reflect the true vascular reactivity, but is mainly due to CBV 
effect. In contrast, the normalized CVR map showed little CBV-dependence and thus may provide a 
better assessment of cerebrovascular function. Study 2: Fig. 1a showed that, with the concomitant 
CO2/O2 design, independent EtCO2 and EtO2 maneuver could be reliably achieved. The CVR maps 
obtained with simultaneous challenge showed little difference from those using separate CO2 and O2 
challenges (Fig. 1b). The 2 Moyamoya patients showed normal O2-reactivity, suggesting unaffected 
venous CBV by the disease, but their CO2-CVR showed deficits in diseased perfusion territories, and the 
extension of the deficit region could be more clearly identified in normalized CVR maps (Fig. 2b). 
Summary: The present work demonstrated that normalizing CO2-CVR by O2-reactivity can effectively 
reduce the influence of CBV on the results, thereby yielding more direct indication of cerebrovascular 
function. Furthermore, the CO2 and O2 reactivity maps can be obtained in a single scan without 
increasing study duration, using a novel breathing paradigm. Preliminary study in Moyamoya patients 
demonstrated that CVR normalization using concomitant CO2/O2 challenge may be a practical and 
promising method for CVR mapping in cerebrovascular diseases. 



Fig. 1: Concomitant CO2/O2 challenge allows simutaneous mapping of CO2-CVR and O2-reactivity. (a) 
Paradigm design and the corresponding EtCO2, EtO2 and BOLD time courses. (b) CVR maps using 
simultaneous CO2/O2 challenge, in comparison to separate acquisitions. 
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Fig. 2: Experiment results of CVR normalization. (a) Averaged CO2-CVR, O2 reactivity, and normalized 
CVR maps of healthy volunteers (N=7). Arrows indicate the large vessel regions. (b) The CO2-CVR, O2 
reactivity, normalized CVR maps and Time-of-flight (TOF) angiogram of two subjects with Moyamoya 
disease. Red arrows indicates the stenotic/occluded arteries. Subject 1 has the anterior cerebral arteries 
(ACAs) and middle cerebral arteries (MCAs) affected. Subject 2 has the left ACA and left MCA affected. 
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Fig. 1: Results of 
CVR normalization 
experiment.  
(a) Averaged HC-
CVR, HO-Reactivity 
and normalized CVR 
maps (a). (b) Results 
of ROI analysis. N=7. 

Fig. 2: Simultaneous HC/HO. (a) 
Paradigm design. (b) Resulted EtCO2 
and EtO2 time course. 



CVR$maps$vary$with$the$magnitude$and$direction$of$the$CO2$stimulus$$
Olivia$Sobczyk.$on$behalf$of$the$Mikulis$UHN$CVR$Study$Group,$Toronto,$Canada. 
 
Background:""Cerebrovascular"reactivity"("CVR)"can"be"assessed"by"measuring"the"changes"in"BOLD"MRI"

signal"at"3T"(Δ"S),"which"is"used"as"a"surrogate"for"the"cerebral"blood"flow"response"to"an"isoxic"increase"in"

the"endItidal"partial"pressure"of"CO2"(PETCO2)"(RespirAct™),"i.e.,"CVR"="Δ"S"/"Δ"PETCO2.""This"calculation"

assumes"a"linear"stimulusIresponse"relationship"so"that"normalizing"Δ"S"for"Δ"PETCO2"controls"for"

differences"in"the"magnitude"of"the"stimulus.""However,"recent"demonstrations"of"the"sigmoidal"

relationship"between"PETCO2"and"S,"and"a"new"understanding"of"the"role"of"ΔPETCO2"on"the"distribution"of"

blood"flow"have"challenged"this"assumption.""We"therefore"investigated"the"effect"of"the"direction"and"

magnitude"of"the"Δ"PETCO2"stimulus"on"the"resulting"CVR"maps."

Methods:""We"studied"18"patients"with"abnormal"cerebral"angiography"and"symptomatic,"neurovascular"

reserve"insufficiency.""We"monitored"brain"BOLD"signal"at"3"T"while"applying"a"continuous"ramping"changes"

in"PETCO2"between"30"and"55"mmHg"rising"over"4"min.""We"then"calculated"the"CVR"maps"at"stimulus"

ranges:"40I30,"30I40,"40I45,"45I50"and"50I40.""To"obtain"the"maps"the"BOLD"responses"were"registered"

into"MNI"space,"and"CVR"was"calculated,"scored"according"to"color"code,"and"mapped"onto"the"

corresponding"voxel"of"the"anatomical"scans."

Results:""The"figure,"from"a"patient"with"Moyamoya"disease,"is"typical"of"the"results"from"patients.""In"

addition,"the"maps"for"40I45"and"45I50"differed"visually.""Each"stimulus"range"resulted"in"a"different"CVR"

map.""The"appearance"of"cerebrovascular"steal,"reverse"steal"and"their"extent"depended"on"the"range"of"

the"PETCO2"change."

Discussion:""These"findings"demonstrate"that"despite"normalization"by"Δ"PETCO2,"the"CVR"data"differed"at"

all"PETCO2"ranges"and"direction"of"change.""Consequently,"as"breathholding"and"the"inhalation"of"fixed"

concentrations"of"CO2"do"not"result"in"a"consistent"PETCO2,"and"such"endItidal"values"do"not"reflect"the"

arterial"partial"pressures,"(the"true"independent"stimulus)"interpretation"of"such"CVR"would"be"clinically"

unreliable"and"unlikely"to"be"repeatable.""""

Conclusion:""Consistent,"i.e."repeatable"CVR"measurements,"thus"resulting"in"interpretable"CVR"maps,"

requires"fine"control"of"PaCO2.""Simply"dividing"Δ"S"by"delta"PETCO2"does"not"provide"a"clinically"adequate"

correction"for"CVR"studies.""

"

"

 

 



Uses of respiratory manipulations in quantitative fMRI for the management of brain injuries 
 

Clarisse I. Mark  

!

! 1!

Motivation: Clinical evidence shows that concussion can result in long-term disability because of the 
development of post-concussion symptoms.(1) Groups at high risk of concussion include military 
personnel and contact-sport athletes (incidence of up to 50%).(2,3) Current clinical assessment tools focus 
on reported symptoms because clinically useful physiological concomitants of concussion have not been 
reliably identified. Conventional structural neuroimaging is typically normal, making concussion an 
“invisible” injury. Return-to-duty/play decisions may hence often be premature.(4) Robust, objective, non-
invasive, measures of physiological abnormality related to clinical indices of concussions are critically 
needed. 
Background: BOLD has been recently proposed as a tool to identify working-memory (WM) dysfunction 
in concussed athletes.(5) Compared to controls, reduced WM-related activity was observed in a distributed 
network of regions including the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), a brain area involved in executive 
control of behavior. Symptom severity correlated negatively with BOLD changes suggesting that this task 
has the potential to not only detect a concussive injury but also index its severity. Although exciting, these 
BOLD results reflect an intricate interplay of underlying changes in cerebral blood flow (CBF) and 
metabolic rate of oxygen consumption (CMRO2), which could yield to misleading interpretation. Although 
the pathophysiology of concussion is complex, it appears to have a consistent metabolic “signature”. 
Studies indicate that concussion results in mitochondrial dysfunction,(6) which decreases oxygen 
metabolism(7), and findings of altered cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR)(8) and CBF have often been 
reported.(9,10) The direct measurement of BOLD’s determinants is essential for maximal sensitivity to 
concussion-induced changes in hemodynamics and metabolism.  
Research Goals: We propose to apply respiratory challenges, biophysical models, and quantitative 
functional MRI (qfMRI) to establish a robust battery of tests as clinical biomarkers of concussion. 
Methods and Preliminary Data: Respiratory manipulations are key in qfMRI methods, especially under 
pathological and resting conditions (see review by Mark et al.(11)), to augment the information provided by 
conventional BOLD with quantification of underlying: 

i) CMRO2 and CBF responses to WM tasks;(12)  
 Through Hypercapnic (HC) or Hyperoxic (HO) calibration. (13) 

ii) Resting CMRO2 and CBF;  
 Through combined sequential or simultaneous HC and HO. (14,15) 

iii) CVR;  
 Through HC challenges and BOLD or CBF responses, to investigate ‘vascular steal’. (16)  

iv) Resting-state fMRI and connectivity; 
 Through maintained confounding end-tidal CO2 fluctuations at baseline. (17) 

, acquired with DE-PCASL (18), pre- and post-concussion, or when not possible, in concussed versus non-
concussed individuals. Our preliminary data (Fig), demonstrates feasibility and reproducibility of 
supplementing WM tasks with HC and HO calibration with DE-PCASL.  
Discussion: Integrating respiratory manipulations into qfMRI methods will enable a streamlined clinical 
assessment procedure for concussion, incorporating codified procedures to assess key biomarkers using 
powerful and robust activation methods. The immediate aim is to be able to base decision-making on 
reliable and objective data, thereby minimizing the incidence of potential long-term sequelae of concussion. 
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Figure. Validation of  respiratory challenges and qfMRI methods to observe activation 
consequent upon working-memory demands. In four pilot subjects we used the DE-PCASL 
sequence to provide improved brain coverage and signal-to-noise ratio compared to our published work,
13 and used the RespirActTM device (Thornhill Research Inc) to obtain accurate calibration data to 
quantify oxygenation (BOLD: left), perfusion (CBF: right), metabolism (CMRO2) and cerebrovascular 
reactivity (CVR). (a) The response to the high CO2 challenge used for calibration and CVR calculation; 
and (b) the response to the high O2 challenge used for calibration. (c) BOLD and CBF responses to a 
visual working-memory paradigm. These data replicate standard BOLD-fMRI results in occipital (OC) 
and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices (DLPFC),47 and extend these to robust CBF changes. i and ii are 
different pilot subjects, indicating reproducibility of  the results. Colour scales indicate the z-statistics. 
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The$brain$is$organised$into$intrinsic$vascular3neural$networks$$

Bright'MG,'Driver'I,'Whittaker'J,'and'Murphy'K'

Cardiff'University'Brain'Research'Imaging'Centre,'Cardiff'University,'Cardiff,'UK'

Neurons'and'cerebral'blood'vessels'are'tightly'coupled'in'both'structure'and'function'to'
enable'and'to'protect'brain'metabolism.'In'contrast'to'scientific'approaches'that'focus'
on'neurons'in'isolation'of'the'vasculature,'the'combined'neurovascular'unit'provides'an'
important'conceptual'framework'for'understanding'these'interactions'and'their'critical'
role'in'neurodegenerative'disease.'A'recent'paper'has'extended'the'concept'of'the'
neurovascular'unit'to'include'long'range'interactions'with'upstream'arterioles,'arteries'
and'perivascular'nerves.'This'concept'of'a'larger'scale'“vascular'neural'network”'is'
reasonable,'given'what'we'know'about'the'development'of'human'brain'anatomy.'

Aim:'In'this'study,'we'use'functional'MRI'to'identify'coupling'of'neural'and'vascular'
processes'at'the'network'level,'and'we'provide'the'first'visualization'of'coKlocalized'
networks'of'neural'and'vascular'origin.''

Data:'A'stimulus'paradigm'was'designed'to'simultaneously'probe'neural'and'vascular'
systems'throughout'the'brain.'A'3Kback'working'memory'task'and'a'visual'stimulus'
(radial'flashing'checkerboard,'8Hz,'70%'contrast)'were'presented'in'an'orthogonal'
block'design.''During'these'neural'tasks,'four'1Kminute'blocks'of'+5mmHg'PETCO2'
hypercapnia'were'used'as'a'concurrent'vascular'stimulus.'Ten'healthy'subjects'were'
scanned'using'this'paradigm,'3'times'each,'using'a'3'Tesla'GE'HDx'scanner'and'BOLDK
weighted'GEKEPI'sequence.'Following'preKprocessing'and'coKregistration,'the'30'
datasets'were'averaged'together'to'reduce'the'influence'of'resting'signal'fluctuations,'
and'the'average'dataset'was'decomposed'into'network'structures'using'ICA'(MELODIC,'
FSL,'30'dimensions).'

Network$analysis:'Three'neural'components'were'identified'by'finding'those'timeK
series'with'maximal'correlation'with'the'neural'stimuli'(Default'Mode,'Task'Positive,'
and'Visual'networks).$Dice’s'overlap'coefficient'was'used'to'identify'3'additional'
components'with'maximum'spatial'similarity'to'the'neural'components.'DualK
regression'was'used'to'extract'the'timeKseries'associated'with'the'3'pairs'of'network'
maps'in'each'dataset,'and'normalised'R2'quantified'the'relative'contributions'of'the'
neural/vascular'stimuli.'

Results:'In'all'three'functional'networks'tested,'pairs'of'spatially'similar'networks'were'
identified'(Fig'1).'After'quantifying'the'temporal'relationship'with'the'neural'and'
vascular'stimuli,'one'network'was'identified'as'significantly'more'neural'and'the'other'
as'significantly'more'vascular'in'origin'(Fig'2).'The'signal'in'voxels'unique'to'the'
vascular'network'showed'no'significant'contribution'of'the'neural'stimulus,'indicating'
that'although'interactions'with'the'neural'task'may'assist'in'differentiating'the'vascular'
networks'during'a'global'hypercapnia'stimulus,'it'is'not'solely'responsible'for'the'
structure'comprising'the'vascular'networks.'

Conclusion:'We'demonstrate'that'functional'brain'networks'are'inherently'comprised'
of'close'coupling'between'neurons'and'the'vasculature'extended'over'large'scales.'



'

Fig'1.'Pairs'of'neural'and'vascular'components'for'three'functional'networks.'

'

'

Fig'2.'Comparison'of'the'neural'
and'vascular'signal'
contributions'across'network'
component'pairs.'Paired'tKtests'
identified'significant'differences'
in'normalised'R2'across'
component'pairs'(*p<0.05,'
corrected'for'multiple'
comparisons).'

'



Impaired cerebrovascular and peripheral reactivity are 
associated with an increased number of lacunes in CADASIL.  
Moreton F.C1., Lopez-Gonzalez M.R2., Delles C1., Santosh C2, Schwarzbauer C3, Dani K1, Muir, K.W1.   
1 University of Glasgow, 2 NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde, 3 University of Aberdeen  
 
Background. CADASIL (cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy with subcortical infarcts and 
leukoencephalopathy) is an inherited systemic vasculopathy with cerebral manifestations including 
stroke, executive dysfunction and migraine. Despite a well characterised genetic abnormality, the 
vascular pathophysiology remains poorly understood, making therapeutic interventions difficult. 
MRI abnormalities poorly predict disease progression, and therefore an alternative biomarker is 
needed. There is evidence of impaired vascular function which may precede the development of 
symptoms. As part of an ongoing longitudinal study, we investigated if vascular reactivity has a role 
as a biomarker in CADASIL by using a variety of techniques to examine cerebral and peripheral blood 
flow.  

Methods: Individuals with genetically confirmed CADASIL underwent clinical assessment, tests of 
peripheral vascular function including reactive hyperaemia index (RHI) and flow-mediated dilatation 
of the brachial artery (FMD); transcranial doppler ultrasound (TCD) with CO2 challenge and MRI 
brain. MRI included 3D T1, T2 FLAIR, SWI and an ASL at normocapnia (air) and hypercapnia (6% 
CO2/air). Respiratory challenge was administered via a unidirectional breathing system and tight-
fitting mask. Whole brain, and region of interest analysis of the ASL was performed in ImageJ. 
Cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR) was measured by the percentage change in cerebral blood flow 
(CBF) or velocity between hypercapnia and normocapnia. TCD was adjusted for change in CO2 (kPa). 
Subjects were categorised into those with 0-4 or >5 lacunes for categorical testing.  

Results. 22 subjects (11 male, median age 53yrs) were recruited. 11 had a history of stroke or TIA. 
CBF measured by ASL (Figure 1) was higher in grey matter (GM; 52 + 14), compared to normal 
appearing white matter (NAWM; 33 + 7) and white matter hyperintensities (WMH; 20 +6). Age was 
correlated to blood flow in GM and WMH, TCD blood velocity but not NAWM CBF. TCD velocity 
correlated to GM CBF only (Pearson 0.490, p = 0.028). TCD CVR correlated with whole brain ASL CVR 
(Pearson 0.529, p=0.016). Age did not correlate to CVR measured by either TCD or ASL.  

In patients with a history of stroke/TIA there were no differences in terms of age, CVR, or RHI but 
there were non-significant trends towards lower FMD, more lacunes and WMH compared to those 
without. Subjects with >5 lacunes (11) were older (57 v 40yrs, p = 0.00), with lower CO2 adjusted 
whole brain ASL CVR (2.0% v 11.7%; p = 0.017) and lower FMD (2.9% v 4.9%; p = 0.034)(Figure 2). 

Conclusions. CADASIL patients with higher numbers of lacunes have impaired cerebral and 
peripheral reactivity as measured by ASL with CO2 challenge and FMD. Lacunes are associated with 
cognitive impairment and disability in CADASIL.  Whilst impaired cerebrovascular reactivity may 
occur secondary to brain infarction, this fails to explain impaired peripheral reactivity. Impaired 
cerebral and peripheral vascular reactivity may be a biomarker for the development of lacunes and 
thus subsequent disability, and serial assessments at 1 year and 2 years will assess this.   

  



Figure 1. Measuring cerebrovascular reactivity with ASL. (A) 3D T1 was stripped and transformed to 
ASL space. (B) Regions of interest (ROI) were placed over specific regions and the created ROI map 
was then overlayed onto ASL normocapnia (C) and ASL hypercapnia (D). The cerebrovascular 
reactivity (CVR) was calculated as the percentage change between the two states.   
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Figure 2: Lacunes and vascular reactivity. (A) Whole brain CO2-adjusted CVR (%) is lower in those 
with >5 lacunes. (B) FMD is also lower in those with >5 lacunes.  
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A"Bayesian"framework"for"the"estimation"of"OEF"by"calibrated"MRI"
"

M"Germuska1,"A"Merola1,"A"Stone2,"AD"Harris3,"K"Murphy1,"RG"Wise1"
1CUBRIC,(Cardiff(University,(Cardiff,(UK.(2FMRIB,(Oxford(University,(Oxford,(UK.(3Russell(H.(Morgan(Department(of(

Radiology(and(Radiological(Science,(The(Johns(Hopkins(Univeristy(School(of(Medicine,(Baltimore,(Maryland,(United(States(
(

Introduction"
The(calculation(of(OEF(from(calibrated(MR(requires(the(analysis(of(ASL(and(BOLD(data,(which(are(
typically( analysed( independently( to( determine( changes( in( blood( flow(and(BOLD( signal( (due( to(
hypercapnic( and( hyperoxic( stimuli)( [1,2].( Sequential( analysis( of( the( data( in( this( way( has( the(
potential(to(cascade(errors(along(the(analysis(pipeline,(producing(large(instabilities(in(the(results.(
Here(we( present( a( novel( analysis(method( that( uses( a( forward( signal(model( to( simultaneously(
estimate( all( physiological( parameters,( avoiding( the( potential( cascade( of( errors( present( in(
previous(methods.(Additionally,(reTposing(the(problem(as(a(forward(model(makes(it(amenable(to(
Bayesian(analysis,(allowing(prior(information(can(be(incorporated(into(the(fitting(process.((
Methods"
The( analysis( framework( incorporates( a( detailed( ASL(model( [3]( and( a( BOLD( signal(model( that(
separates( the(calibration(parameter(M( into( two(separate(parameters,(K(and(OEF0( (equation(1).((
This(modification(means( that( Bayesian( priors( placed( on( the( calibration( parameter( (K)( do( not(
directly( influence( expected( values( of( OEF,( which( would( otherwise( be( the( case( using( the(
calibration(parameter,(M.(

(
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where(the(subscript(‘0’(represents(the(baseline(condition,(S(is(the(BOLD(signal,(f(is(cerebral(blood(
flow,([Hb](is(the(haemoglobin(concentration,(φ(is(the(oxygen(carrying(capacity((of(haemoglobin,(
CaO2( is( the( arterial( oxygen( content,( and(! = !" ∙ ! ∙ !"#!((where( CBV( is( the( cerebral( blood(
volume(and(A(is(a(constant).((
(
By(incorporating(the(BOLD(model(into(the(ASL(signal(model((as(a(change(in(R2*)(a(forward(signal(
model( is(created(to(describe(the(MR(data.(The(unobserved(variables( in(this(model(are:(OEF0,( f0,(
f/f0,(K,(M0,(ΔM0,(ΔT1,(R2|0*,(and(transit(delay.( (Absolute(CaO2( is(calculated(from(endTtidal(oxygen(
traces,(while(dynamic(changes(in(f/f0(are(constrained(to(follow(endTtidal(carbon(dioxide(traces.(In(
both(instances(a(voxelTwise(impulse(response((gammaTvariate(function)(is(incorporated(into(the(
fitting(procedure(to(account(for(local(variation(in(the(delay(and(dispersion(of(the(stimuli.(
By(concatenating(the(acquired(TE1(and(TE2(data(series((normalised(by(their(standard(deviations)(
we(produce(a(signal((y)(that(can(be(expressed(as(the(result(our(forward(signal(model((g(θ))(and(
additive(noise((e).(

Eq.(2.( (! = ! ! + !!(
(
Estimates(of(the(unobserved(variables((θ)(are(made(using(a(variational(Bayes(approach([4](that(
produces(a(robust(solution(without(significant(computational(expense.(
Results"
The( proposed(method( has( been( applied( to( data( from( 6(
healthy( subjects( and( is( found( to( produce( parameter(
estimates(in(the(expected(range,(with(a(group(mean(grey(
matter(OEF(of(0.36(±(0.08.(Figure(1(shows(an( individual(
OEF(map(masked( to( show( only( grey(matter( voxels.( The(
map(appears(smooth(throughout(the(slice,(although(there(
is( a( region( of( high( OEF( in( the( anterior( of( the( brain(
(possibly(caused(by(the(susceptibility(effects(of(molecular(
oxygen(in(the(anterior(sinuses).((
Conclusions(
The( presented( framework( takes( advantage( of( a( detailed(
signal( model( and( Bayesian( analysis( to( produce( stable(
estimates( of( OEF.( Initial( results( are( promising( and( the(
method( is( expected( to( improve( the( accuracy( and(
reliability(of(inTvivo(estimates.(

Figure"1.(Grey(matter(OEF(map(for(a(single(
subject(
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Measuring OEF and absolute CMRO2 using Asymmetric Spin Echo and 
hyperoxic calibrated BOLD 
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Introduction: Dual calibrated FMRI (dcFMRI) 1-3 uses a combined hypercapnic-hyperoxic4,5 
respiratory manipulation to produce estimates of absolute CMRO2 using a BOLD signal 
model. However hypercapnia (HC) is associated with air hunger, intolerability6 and sensory 
stimulation7 as well as some reports of it modulating CMRO2 itself8. A key model parameter is 
M, maximum BOLD signal change at [dHb]=0. The potential to relate M to !!!  has been 
reported9 (! = !" ∙ !!! ) and the measurement of !!!  with asymmetric spin echo (ASE) has 
been demonstrated10. Therefore, the ability of ASE to measure M presents an opportunity to 
replace the use of HC in dcFMRI, making dcFMRI more comfortable and convenient to 
implement. 
 

Theory: An ASE pulse sequence with “180°-pulse shift” (τ) is shown in Fig1a and allows !!!  
weighting of the signal Eqn1. Hyperoxia (HO) calibrated BOLD5 is described by Eqn2. In 
standard hyperoxic calibrated BOLD, M is estimated with both measured (∆!!!, ∆!!!!) and 
assumed (φ, [Hb], SvO2, β) model parameters. However if M is known, then SvO2 can be 
given by Eqn2. Assuming arterial blood is fully saturated (!"# = 1 − !!!!) and CBF can be 
measured using ASL, absolute CMRO2 is given by Fick’s principle, Eqn3. 
 

Methods: 8 normal healthy participants (aged 24 - 39) were scanned on a 3T GE HDx MRI 
using a protocol lasting ~15mins. All subjects had high-res structural scans. CBF & BOLD 
data were acquired with a dual GRE, spiral readout, PICORE QUIPSSII acquisition 
(TR/TE1/TE2=2.2s/3ms/29ms, FOV 22cm, matrix 64x64, 12 slices of 7mm thick (1mm gap), 
TI1/TI2=700/1600ms, 20cm tag thickness) during a HO respiratory challenge lasting 9 mins 
Fig1b. The same anatomical area was scanned using an ASE spiral acquisition with 
τ=0,20,25 & 30ms11. A GRE readout with spiral k-space acquisition was used (TE=44ms, 
TR=3s, flip angle 90°). In-plane resolution but smaller slice thickness (32slicesx2mm) 
reduced B0 inhomogeneity effects12. 20 volumes (1min) were acquired at each τ. Each ASE(τ) 
was averaged over 20 volumes to give SASE(τ) maps and corrected for signal attenuation due 
to through-slice dephasing using a sinc function11. Mean grey matter (GM) signal, SASE(τ), was 
extracted using GM segmented ROI’s from the high resolution images. ROI measures were 
then used to produce estimates of M from the different τ combinations giving Mτ20, Mτ25 & Mτ30 
using Eqn1 and Mτfit, was determined by fitting Eqn1 to all τ’s. GM BOLD and CBF ROI time-
series were produced alongside PETO2, time-series, periods of normoxia were averaged as 
were periods of HO to estimate changes from baseline. During HO no change in CBF was 
assumed. CaO2, was calculated from PETO2.  Mτ‘s were then used in Eqn2 to measure SvO2. 
Baseline CBF was taken from periods of normoxia and used with SvO2 to calculate absolute 
CMRO2 Eqn3. 
 

Results & Discussion: Tab1. shows group mean M, SvO2 and CMRO2 values in GM (N=8). 
Values of M measured using ASE vary with τ. As a result values of SvO2 and CMRO2 vary 
with τ but are in the range of accepted values from PET13 and MR3. This effect may be due to 
quadratic exponential decay at τ = 0 ms but may also be contributed to by vessel size effects. 
Further work is required to optimise the τ used which could be chosen to localise the ASE 
signal to the relevant vasculature to measure SvO2 (venules and veins). 
 

Conclusion: Using ASE to measure !!!  and infer M alongside a hyperoxic calibrated BOLD 
technique has the potential to provide regional measures of SvO2 and absolute CMRO2, 
circumventing issues associated with hypercapnia. However, more work is required to 
optimise the measure of M with ASE. 
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Mohtasib et al. NeuroImage. 2012,59:1143; 7. Kannurpatti et al. NeuroImage. 2008,40:1567; 8. Zappe et al. 
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Figure 1: Fig1a is a schematic demonstrating the τ shift in ASE, Fig1b shows the 
timing of the hyperoxic respiratory manipulation. Eqns 1, 2 & 3 are used in the Theory 
section 
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   (µmol/100g/min) 

τ = Fit 0.105 ± 0.012 0.50 ± 0.14 189 ± 37 
τ = 30 ms 0.109 ± 0.011 0.52 ± 0.14 197 ± 37 
τ = 25 ms 0.099 ± 0.014 0.47 ± 0.14 178 ± 38 
τ = 20 ms 0.078 ± 0.019 0.37 ± 0.14 140 ± 35 

CaO2|base =  7.94 ± 0.03  µmolO2/mlblood 
ΔCaO2 = 0.93 ± 0.13 % 

% increase in BOLD signal with O2 = 0.97 ± 0.39 % 
 

CBFbase= 50 ± 10 ml/100g/min 
 

Figure 2: Group mean M, SvO2 and CMRO2 (umol/100g/min) values in GM measured 
using combined ASE-M!!!  & HO calibrated BOLD 
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Comparison of absolute brain oxygenation in visual cortex by QUantitative O2 imaging (QUO2) and susceptibility MRI 
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Introduction: The ability to noninvasively image baseline oxygen extraction fraction (OEF0) is critical to understand 

normal brain function and its pathology in disorders such as stroke1 and tumor2. Unfortunately, oxygenation imaging is 

technically challenging and there is no validated MRI method to measure regional OEF0 in the brain. 

Quantitative O2 imaging (QUO2) measures OEF0 from blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) and arterial spin 

labeling (ASL) signals during two or more gas manipulations3,4. OEF0 is quantified in a region of interest through a 

biophysical model that incorporates BOLD, blood flow and end-tidal O2 (ETO2) signals. Alternatively, OEF0 can be 

quantified from the susceptibility shift between individual veins and water, due to the presence of paramagnetic 

deoxyhemoglobin (dHb) in venous blood5,6. These shifts are measured from MRI phase images via quantitative 

susceptibility mapping (QSM) to map baseline OEF0 along the venous vasculature7. The aim of this study is to compare 

OEF0 in the visual cortex measured by QUO2 with OEF0 by QSM in veins draining this region in the same subjects. 

Methods: Imaging. Five healthy female volunteers (24-29 years) were scanned on a 7T Siemens MRI with a 24-channel 

head coil. Simultaneous BOLD-ASL scans were acquired continuously during hypercapnia (5% CO2, 21% O2, 74% N2), 

hyperoxia (100% O2), and carbogen (5% CO2, 95% O2). Each 3min gas challenge was followed by 2min of medical air. 

BOLD-ASL scans were acquired with repetition time [TR]=3s; echo times [TE] = 9.2/22.68ms; matrix=64x64x10; 

3x3x3mm3; FAIR-QUIPSS II labeling; inversion times TI1/TI2=700/1400ms. Separate BOLD-ASL scans with a 30-sec on-off 

checkerboard paradigm (8Hz, contrast-reversing) were acquired to identify the visual cortex. 

In each subject, we also collected 3D flow-compensated gradient echo scans at rest for QSM reconstruction of OEF0 

along the venous vasculature, with TR=23s; TE=7.5ms; matrix = 320x320x104; 0.6x0.6x0.6mm3; GRAPPA acceleration 

R=3; and scan time=4min. 

Analysis. The visual cortex was identified in each subject as the intersection of perfusion and BOLD visual activation 

maps in Neurolens.  For the three gas manipulations, percent changes in BOLD and CBF in the visual cortex and the ETO2 

values (averaged across subjects) were substituted into the generalized calibration model8. M and OEF0 were obtained 

by solving the M equations for the three gases for these two unknowns. QSM images were reconstructed from the 

phase images after background field removal via a fast algorithm with total variation regularization9. 

OEF0='Fvein/('Fdo·4S·Hct) was measured in individual veins draining the visual cortex, where 'Fvein is the susceptibility in 

each vein referenced to cerebrospinal fluid, 'Fdo=0.27ppm10, and hematocrit Hct=0.38. 

Results: Across subjects, ETO2 increased from 130mmHg at baseline to 676mmHg during hypercapnia and 647mmHg 

during carbogen. In the visual cortex, mean OEF0 measured by QUO2 was 43.3% across subjects (Fig1). Mean OEF0 from 

susceptibility was 30.5±2% from 6.8±2 veins draining the visual region. Subject-specific OEF0 values via QUO2 were 

available in three subjects, and examples of veins draining the visual cortex are shown in Fig2. 

Discussion: QSM provided lower OEF0 measurements relative to QUO2 in the visual cortex of healthy subjects. This 

discrepancy may be due to partial volume effects and second-order flow effects on phase signal that underestimate 

OEF0 from susceptibility MRI. On the other hand, low perfusion values due to poor spin labeling may overestimate OEF 

in QUO2, and prevented measurement of OEF0 in two subjects. These observations offer insight into technical challenges 

with each method and inform future improvements to cross-validate OEF imaging by QUO2 and QSM in a larger cohort.  



Figures: 

 

Figure 1. Quantification of oxygen extraction fraction (OEF0) in the visual cortex by QUO2 and QSM in five healthy 

subjects. Each curve in the M parameter versus OEF0 plot for QUO2 (left) represents the subject average for a 

different gas manipulation. The intersection of the three curves indicates the mean baseline OEF0 for the group is 

43.3% and M = 17%. For QSM measurements (right), OEF0 averaged from cortical veins draining the visual region are 

tabled for each subject, corresponding to a mean OEF0 of 31.1 ± 2% in the cohort. 

 



 

Figure 2. Quantification of oxygen extraction fraction (OEF0) in the visual cortex for volunteer 2 via QUO2 and 
susceptibility MRI. The line plot depicts curves of the M calibration parameter versus OEF0 for the QUO2 method. 
Each curve represents a different gas manipulation (averaged within the visual cortex) and the intersection of the 
three curves indicates OEF0 = 29.2% by QUO2. Maximum intensity projects of the reconstructed susceptibility maps 
from this volunteer are also shown in the axial (top) and sagittal (bottom) orientations, where example veins 
draining the visual ROI are shown. Susceptibility-based OEF0 averaged across the veins was 32.2%. 
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BOLD%response%time%maps%derived%from%a%step%arterial%hypercapnic%
stimulus%in%patients%with%carotid%stenosis%
Joseph%A.%Fisher%M.D.%on%behalf%of%the%Mikulis%UHN%CVR%Study%Group,%Toronto,%Canada. 
 
Background:""Cerebrovascular"reactivity"(CVR),"the"vasodilatory"response"to"an"isoxic"
hypercapnic"stimulus,"has"been"used"as"a"measure"of"cerebrovascular"health.""A"
reduced"CVR"represents"a"decreased"vasodilatory"reserve.""High"time"course"and"
spatial"resolution"imaging"enables"observation"of"the"time"course,"amplitude"and"
distribution"of"perfusion"response"to"a"stimulus.""We"hypothesized"that"pathological"
vascular"beds"as"indicated"by"reduced"CVR"have"slowed"response"times."""
Methods:""The"BOLD"signal"at"3T"acted"as"a"high"spatial"and"temporal"resolution"
surrogate"for"the"blood"flow"response"to"an"isoxic"hypercapnic"stimulus."""As"previously"
suggested"[NeuroImage"83(2013)505R12)],"blood"flow"response"to"a"stimulus"could"be"
modeled"as"a"first"order"exponential.""Thus,"a"standardized"squareRwave"hypercapnic"
signal"was"applied"(RespirAct™)"and"then"convolved"with"the"model"(S"="A"x"eRt/τ)"for"τ"
values"2"to"50"s.""For"each"voxel,"the"τ"from"the"best"fit"of"S"vs."t"was"color"coded"
according"to"magnitude,"and"mapped"onto"the"corresponding"voxel"of"the"anatomical"
scan.""CVR"and"τ"were"computed"in"56"healthy"subjects,"and"in"20"patients"with"severe,"
symptomatic,"unilateral,"carotid"stenosis.""The"τ"maps"for"the"healthy"subjects"were"coR
registered"and"collated"to"form"an"atlas"of"τ"values"normalized"for"anatomical"location.""
Patient"τ"values"were"normalized"for"values"in"corresponding"voxels"in"the"atlas"and"
expressed"as"z"scores."
Results:""The"τ"values"were"normally"short"in"gray"matter"and"long"in"periventricular"
white"matter.""In"patients,"τ"was"prolonged"in"all"voxels"with"abnormally"low"CVR,"even"
after"normalization"for"location.""As"well,"many"voxels"in"the"vicinity"of"abnormal"CVR"
(e.g."steal,"blue"color"in"figure)"and"in"the"contralateral"hemisphere"in"other"patients"
with"unilateral"disease"(not"shown),"which"appeared"to"have"near"normal"CVR,"
nevertheless"also"had"prolonged"τ.""The"normalized"τ"scores"in"patients"are"expressed"
as"z"scores"in"the"figure."
Discussion:""This"is"the"first"study"using"BOLD"MRI"to"study"the"characteristics"of"the"
time"course"of"the"vascular"response"to"a"step"hypercapnic"stimulus"in"healthy"controls"
and"patients.""The"generation"of"a"near"squareRwave"input"function,"the"value"of"which"
at"the"active"site"(i.e.,"arterial"PCO2)"is"known,"enabled"(a)"the"generation"of"a"normal"
atlas"for"τ;"(b)"high"resolution"measurements"of"τ,"particularly"short"τ"in"the"gray"
matter;"(c)"the"voxelwise"comparison"of"degree"of"normality"of"parameters"with"
different"units"(S/mmHg"vs"τ")."""
Conclusion:""The"time"course"of"the"vasodilatory"response"is"complementary"to"the"
amplitude"of"response,"or"CVR."
"
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Scoring BOLD MRI CVR by comparison to an atlas of normal 
values  
Joseph'A.'Fisher'M.D.'on'behalf'of'the'Mikulis'UHN'CVR'Study'Group,'Toronto,'Canada. 
Background:""Cerebrovascular"reactivity"(CVR),"the"vasodilatory"response"to"a"
hypercapnic"stimulus,"is"clinically"useful"as"a"measure"of"vasodilatory"reserve.""
However,"pathological"reductions"in"CVR"are"difficult"to"identify"as"their"values"
overlap"the"normal"range.""That"CVR"values"are"closely"tied"to"anatomical"locations"
enables"the"development"of"an"objective,"voxelCwise"scoring"system,"normalized"for"
anatomical"location.'''
Methods:''CVR"was"assessed"by"evaluating"the"changes"in"BOLD"MRI"signal"at"3T"(Δ"
S),"which"was"used"as"a"surrogate"for"the"cerebral"blood"flow"response"to"a"
standardized"isoxic"increase"in"the"endCtidal"partial"pressure"of"CO2"(PETCO2)"
(RespirAct™),"i.e.,"CVR"="Δ"S"/"Δ"PETCO2.""A"reference"atlas"was"generated"by"coC
registering"the"CVR"maps"from"46"healthy"subjects"into"a"standard"space"and"
calculating"the"mean"(m)"and"standard"deviation"(SD)"of"the"CVR"for"each"voxel.""
Individual"CVR"maps,"coCregistered"to"the"same"standard"space"as"the"atlas,"could"
then"be"evaluated"by"assigning"a"z"score"relative"to"the"m"and"SD"of"the"
corresponding"voxel"in"the"atlas.""The"z"scores"were"color"coded"(see"figure)"and"
superimposed"on"their"anatomical"scans"to"form"CVR"zCmaps.""A"test"sample"of"10"
patients"with"known"cerebral"vasculopathy"was"studied"to"assess"the"usefulness"of"
the"z"maps.""The"figure"shows"results"from"a"healthy"subject"(N)"and"a"patient"with"
right"carotid"stenosis. "
Results:""The"z"map"representation"of"the"statistical"probability"of"the"direction"and"
degree"of"deviation"of"CVR"from"normal"provided"additional,"locationCspecific,"
objective"information.""The"z"maps"were"
consistent"with"the"clinical"assessment,"
imaging,"and"subjective"CVR"
interpretation"in"all"10"test"subjects."""
Discussion:"This"is"the"first"application"of"
z"map"analysis"of"CVR"using"BOLD"MRI.""
The"construction"of"an"atlas"and"its"
application"to"patients"was"enabled"by"
the"ability"to"generate"an"exactly"similar"
stimulus"(within"1C2"mmHg).""""
Conclusion:""Comparison"of"CVR"maps"to"
a"standard"atlas"enables"(a)"the"objective"
discrimination"of"CVR"abnormalities"from"
normal"regional"variations,"and"(b)"the"
comparison"of"voxelCspecific"CVR"maps"
between"subjects,"and"across"test"sites."
"
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Measurement*of*vascular*reactivity*of*the*human*brainstem*using*hypercapnia*
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'
Introduction.*The'brainstem'is'believed'to'play'an'important'role'in'essential'hypertension,'in'which'
hypoperfusion'of'this'brain'region'may'lead'to'increased'blood'pressure'to'maintain'adequate'blood'flow'
(Cushing’s)mechanism)1.'A'measure'of'cerebrovascular'health'in'the'brainstem'is'needed'to'assess'this'brain'
region’s'role'in'essential'hypertension.'However,'perfusion'imaging'of'the'brainstem'is'difficult'because'of'its'
location'and'the'presence'of'physiological'noise.'This'study'aims'to'show'the'feasibility'of'measuring'cerebral'
vascular'health'in'the'brainstem'and'uses'our'recently'optimised'multi'inversionRtime'pulsed'ASL'(MTI'PASL)'
imaging'sequence'that'addresses'the'challenges'of'imaging'the'brainstem2.'Hypercapnia'is'used'in'this'
experiment'to'not'only'measure'cerebral'blood'flow'(CBF)'but'also'assess'cerebral'vascular'reactivity'(CVR)'
within'the'brainstem.''

Methods.*Ten'healthy'volunteers'(3'female,'aged'30.7'±'5.0'years)'were'recruited'and'scanned'at'3'T.'Spiral'
gradient'echo'MTI'PASL'perfusion'images'were'acquired'with'a'PICORE'pulse'sequence'with'a'QUIPSS'II'cutRoff'
for'inversion'times'(TI)'>'700'ms3Wong.'Other'acquisition'parameters'were:'2'spiral'interleaves,'echo'time'(TE)'
='2.7'ms,'6'TI'(200ms,'400ms,'600ms,'1000ms,'1600ms,'2200ms),'8'tagRcontrol'pairs'per'TI,'voxel'size'3x3x7'
mm3,'1'mm'slice'gap,'13'slices,'minimized'repetition'time'(TR),'slab'thickness'200'mm,'gap'between'distal'end'
of'labelling'slab'and'proximal'imaging'slice'1'mm.'Two'perfusion'scans'were'performed'per'participant;'one'in'
normocapnia'(NC)'and'one'in'hypercapnia'(HC),'the'order'of'these'scans'was'randomised'between'
participants.'During''NC'participants'breathed'medical'air'(20.9%'O2'balance'N2)'with'a'flow'rate'of'35R40'
L/min.'HC'was'induced'by'mixing'medical'air'with'5%'CO2,'targeting'an'increase'in'partial'pressure'of'endRtidal'
CO2'(PETCO2)'of'8'mmHg'above'baseline.''

Image*analysis.*The'imaging'data'were'analysed'with'Chappell’s'twoRcompartment'model'to'obtain'maps'of'
cerebral'blood'flow'(CBF)'and'arterial'blood'volume'(aBV).'Voxel'wise'CVR'was'calculated'as'a'percentage'
change'in'CBF'per'mmHg'increase'in'PETCO2'(%/mmHg).'Regions'of'interest'(ROI)'were'determined'based'on'
the'HarvardROxford'atlases'and'included'the'brainstem'and'the'whole'brain'grey'matter,'the'latter'included'as'
a'reference.'ROI'averages'were'calculated'for'CBF,'aBV'and'CVR.''

Results*and*Discussion.'Group'average'PETCO2'showed'an'increase'of'7.9'±'1.9'mmHg.'CBF'and'aBV'increased'
in'the'brainstem'and'the'gray'matter'(group'maps'in'Figure'1)'during'HC'because'CO2'is'potent'vasodilator.'The'
CVR'found'here'for'the'grey'matter'(3.5'±'1.9'%/mmHg)'is'comparable'with'previously'reported'values'
acquired'with'ASL4,'showing'the'feasibility'of'our'optimised'method'of'assessing'CVR.'The'brainstem'CVR'(3.8'±'
5.7'%/mmHg)'is'comparable'with'previously''reported'values'measured'with'different'invasive'imaging'
modalities5.'Our'recently'optimised'method'is'able'to'assess'cerebrovascular'health'in'the'brainstem'and'can'
therefore'be'used'to'assess'the'brainstem’s'role'in'Cushing’s)mechanism.''

References.'1.'Paton'JFR'et'al.,'Exp'Physiol.'2009;94:11–7.''2.'Warnert'EA'et'al.,'JCBFM,'2014;1–8.'3.'Luh'WM'et'al.'MRM'
1999;41(6):1246–54.'4.'Noth'U'et'al.'JMRI'2006;24(6):1229–35.'5.'Heistad'DD'et'al.'Circ'Res.'1976;38(1):20–5.''
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Figure*1.*Group*maps*of*CBF*(1*and*2)*and*aBV*(3)*Both*
CBF*and*aBV*increased*during*hypercapnia*(HC).*Slice*2*
is*an*axial*slice*through*the*pons.*Slice*3*illustrates*that*
the*aBV*resulting*from*the*analysis*delineates*the*
major*cerebral*vasculature*(Circle*of*Willis*and*
branches).**



Using dual calibrated FMRI to detect changes in OEF during 
hyperventilation-induced vasoconstriction 
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Introduction: Dual calibrated FMRI (dcFMRI)1-3 is an extension of the calibrated BOLD 
methodology4,5, capable of producing regional measurements of oxygen extraction 
fraction (OEF) across the brain. Regional measurements of OEF are desirable in both a 
clinical and research setting to assess compensatory responses due to alterations in 
cerebral blood flow (CBF). In order to maintain acceptable oxygen delivery to brain 
tissue, reductions in CBF can lead to increases in OEF. Severe reductions in CBF can 
occur in cases of vascular dysfunction and stroke6. Here a hypocapnic challenge was 
used to demonstrate the sensitivity of the dcFMRI technique to detect increases in OEF 
associated with reductions in CBF. Hypocapnia causes vasoconstriction that is known to 
globally lower CBF7 and is therefore expected to cause increases in OEF in the healthy 
brain8. Hypocapnia occurs when arterial partial pressure of CO2 (PaCO2) is lower than 
normal and can be induced by hyperventilation. 
 

Methods: 10 normal healthy participants (aged 24-40; mean age 30.9±5.8; 2 female) 
were scanned using a 3T GE HDx MRI system (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee WI). Scan 
sessions lasted ~1 hour and consisted of two interleaved hypercapnic-hyperoxic dcFMRI 
protocols (18 mins each). The first dcFMRI protocol was performed at a normocapnic 
baseline allowing measurements of SvO2 at baseline CBF. The second dcFMRI protocol 
was performed using a hypocapnic baseline, providing a new low flow baseline from 
which changes in SvO2 could be detected Fig1. During the baseline condition scan the 
participant was told to rest with eyes open. In order to achieve a hypocapnic baseline of 
PETCO2

base- 8 mmHg, an end-tidal CO2 feedback task was used. The participant’s 
PETCO2 was displayed on a screen along with a target PETCO2 shown alongside. To 
decrease the measured PETCO2, participants voluntarily hyperventilated and used 
breath-holds to aid recovery back to normocapnic baseline. Blocks of hyperoxia were 
manually delivered during periods of hypocapnia, Fig1a (Red). During these respiratory 
manipulations CBF and BOLD time-series were acquired using a dual-echo PASL 
acquisition and estimates of SvO2 were made by fitting mean grey matter (GM) ROI time-
series and voxel-wise time-series data with a BOLD signal model (for further detail on 
dcFMRI acquisition and quantification see Ref3). 
 

Results & Discussion: All participants successfully used mild voluntary hyperventilation 
to reach and maintain hypocapnic baseline. The mean group PETCO2 for normocapnic 
baseline was 42.6±2.4 mmHg and hypocapnic baseline was 34.3±2.4 mmHg. ROI 
analysis of GM yielded estimates of CBF, M, SvO2 and CMRO2 at normo and hypocapnia 
(Table1). Significant decreases (p<0.05) in SvO2 and CBF w/ hypocapnia were found for 
both parameters and the magnitude of decrease agreed well with literature9,10. Fig1b, 
shows mean group parameter maps demonstrating the regional sensitivity of the 
technique. However as dcFMRI uses ASL to measure CBF the measures are currently 
limited to GM. 
 

Conclusion: The sensitivity of the dcFMRI protocol to detect flow related changes in 
OEF is demonstrated suggesting that the technique is appropriate for research and 
clinical application to vascular dysfunction in which flow and metabolism may be 
impaired. 
 

References: 1. Bulte et al. NeuroImage. 2012,60: 582; 2. Gauthier et al. NeuroImage. 
2012,60:1212; 3. Wise et al. Neuroimage. 2013,83:135; 4. Davis et al. PNAS. 1998,95:1834; 
5. Chiarelli et al. NeuroImage. 2007,37:808; 6. Yamachui et al. JNNP. 1996,61:18; 7. 
Kety&Schmidt. JCI. 1946,25:107; 8. Gjedde et al. JCBFM. 2005,25:1183; 9. Ito et al. 
JCBFM. 2003,23:665; 10. Chen&Pike. JCBFM. 2010,30:1094. 
  



Figure 1(a & b): (a) Schematic detailing the normocapnic and hypocapnic respiratory 
manipulations used to alter CBF & SvO2. (b) Group averaged (N=9), whole brain 
parameter maps (CMRO2, SvO2, CBF and M) acquired at normocapnia (left) and 
hypocapnia (right) using dcFMRI 

 

Table 1: Group averaged (n=9) comparison of physiological variables measured during 
normocapnia and hypocapnia in global grey matter ROI’s for α=0.14 and β=0.91. A 
subject was excluded from the group-wise analysis as they produced an unrealistic 
estimate of CMRO2 during hypocapnia (= 65  µmol/100g/min). The number of subjects 
included in each ROI group calculation is given in the #subs column. Absolute group 
change (Δ) and percentage group change (%) in each parameter with hypocapnia is 
given for each ROI. Significant (p<0.05) differences between normocapnia and 
hypocapnia were tested for in the case of M and CMRO2 (two-tailed, paired t-test) and 
decreases were hypothesised in the case of CBF and SvO2 (one-tailed, paired t-test). 

ROI  CBF M SvO2 CMRO2 #subs 
  ml/100g/min   µmol/100g/min  
       

Grey Matter -NORM 53.2 ± 8.7 0.06 ± 0.01 0.57 ± 0.09 182 ± 46 9/10 
 -HYPO 40.1 ± 7.4 0.03 ± 0.01 0.48 ± 0.09 160 ± 34  
       

Change w/ Hypo Δ -13.1 ± 6.3 -0.03 ± 0.01 -0.08 ± 0.09 -22 ± 21  
 % -24 ± 10 -51 ± 12 -14 ± 15 -10 ± 15  

Sig (p<0.05)  * * * *  
       

 

Normocapnia* Hypocapnia*

Fig1a.*

Fig1b.*



A"multi(field"comparison"of"gas"calibrated"fMRI"
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"
Introduction" Gas% calibrated% functional% magnetic% resonance% imaging%
(fMRI)%has%emerged%as%a%promising%tool%to%nonEinvasively%measure%stimulus%
evoked% changes% in% the% cerebral% metabolic% rate% of% oxygen% consumption%
(CMRO2).1%Calibrated%fMRI%is%most%commonly%performed%at%3T,%but%with%the%
emergence% of% 7T% research% systems% and% continuing% clinical% dominance% of%
1.5T%there%is%interest%in%translating%the%method%to%other%field%strengths.%It%is%
clear%that%as%a%physiological%parameter%CMRO2%should%not%be%affected%by%the%
field%strength%at%which%it%is%measured.%However,%calibrated%fMRI%relies%on%a%
simple%model%of%the%BOLD%signal%known%as%the%Davis%model2%and%it%is%unclear%
how%translation%to%different%field%strengths%affects%its%accuracy.%

Methods" Detailed% numerical% simulations3% and% experiments% were%
conducted% to% investigate% how% M% and% calculation% of% relative% CMRO2% are%
affected%by%field%strength%(B0).%10%consenting%subjects%(3%female,%mean%age%
29%±%6%years)%were%successfully%scanned%on%1.5,%3%and%7T%systems.%A%bilateral%
finger% tapping% motor% task% was% chosen% (4% blocks% of% 48s)% to% easily% allow% a%
consistent% implementation% across% scanner% suites,% and% a% 4%% CO2% stimulus%
was%delivered%through%a%nasal%cannula%to%measure%M.%A%pulsed%arterial%spin%
labeling% sequence% (FAIR% with% QUIPSS% II% saturation4)% was% implemented% to%
measure%cerebral%blood%flow%(CBF).%A%single%echo%at%17ms%was%acquired%at%3%
and%7T;%at%1.5T,%echoes%were%acquired%at%17/50ms.%M%values%were% linearly%
scaled% to% optimal% BOLD% echo% times% of% 50/35/25ms% at% 1.5/3/7T% for% better%
comparison% with% the% literature.% PostEprocessing% was% performed% using% FSL%
(www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl)%and%Matlab.%

Results"&"Discussion"Simulations%predicted%M%to%increase%approximately%
linearly%with%B0,%as%shown% in% fig%1.%Natural%variations% in%CBV%and%OEF%were%
shown%to%induce%a%greater%variation%in%M%values%at%higher%B0.%Experimental%
results%are%summarized%in%fig%2%and%the%table%below,%and%support%both%these%
hypotheses.% Relative% CMRO2% in% response% to% motor% tasks% was% consistent%
between%3%and%7T,%but%significantly%higher%at%1.5T%(p<0.05%compared%to%both%
3%and%7T).%It%is%thought%that%this%disagreement%is%a%result%of%the%substantially%
lower%SNR%at%1.5T,%especially%for%ASL%data,%which%has%been%amplified%in%this%
study% by% the% use% of% a% pulsed% ASL% sequence.% The% increased% intravascular%
contribution% to% the% BOLD% signal% at% lower% field% strengths% may% further%
contribute%to%the%observed%CMRO2%discrepancy.%

Conclusion"Changes%in%CMRO2%during%a%motor%task,%as%calculated%by%the%Davis%model,%were%consistent%between%3%
and%7T.%This%is%encouraging%for%future%studies%of%calibrated%fMRI%at%ultraEhigh%fields,%and%supports%the%continued%use%
of% this%simple%signal%model.%The% lower%SNR%at%1.5T%may%present%problems%for% the%calibrated%fMRI%method,%which%

relies%heavily%on%ASL%data.% In% this% study% the%CMRO2%
results% were% consistently% overEestimated% at% 1.5T,%
although% this% may% be% a% result% of% the% subEoptimal%
pulsed%ASL%sequence%used.%

References" 1.% Hoge% RD.% NeuroImage% 2012;% 62:%
930E7.% %2.%Davis%TL%et%al.%PNAS%1998;%95:%1834E9.% %3.%
Griffeth% VE% and% Buxton% RB.%NeuroImage% 2011;% 58:%
198E212.%%4.%Wong%EC%et%al.%MRM%1998;%39:%702E8.%

" 1.5T" 3T" 7T"
ΔBOLD"to"CO2" 0.018%±%0.005% 0.009%±%0.002% 0.016%±%0.006%

ΔBOLD"to"motor" 0.013%±%0.003% 0.006%±%0.001% 0.014%±%0.004%
CBF"to"CO2" 1.20%±%0.05% 1.13%±%0.03% 1.12%±%0.03%

CBF"to"motor" 1.47%±%0.08% 1.31%±%0.05% 1.33%±%0.05%
M" 0.088%±%0.024% 0.072%±%0.012% 0.186%±%0.079%

M"at"optimal"TE" 0.088%±%0.024% 0.149%±%0.026% 0.274%±%0.116%
CMRO2"to"motor" 1.25%±%0.07% 1.17%±%0.05% 1.15%±%0.04%
Voxels"analysed" 61%±%23% 95%±%35% 94%±%44%

Fig$1.!Simulated!M!values!for!an!average!
healthy!individual!(diamonds).!Error!bars!
show!the!effect!of!varying!CBV!across!the!

range!expected!in!the!population.!

Fig$2.!(a)!M!(scaled!to!optimal!TE)!and!(b)!
relative!CMRO2!in!response!to!a!motor!task.!
Red!dots!indicate!group!mean!values.&



An#optimised#respiratory#paradigm#for#the#Bayesian#estimation#of#OEF#by#calibrated#MRI#
#
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'
Introduction#
Estimation' of' the' cerebral' oxygen' extraction' fraction' (OEF)' using' serial' hypercapnic' and'
hyperoxic'stimuli'has'been'proposed'recently'[1,2].'Here'we'expand'upon'this'work'to'produce'
an'optimised'respiratory'paradigm'for'the'estimation'of'OEF;'that'is,'a'paradigm'with'the'optimal'
number,'timing'and'duration'of'hypercapnic'and'hyperoxic'stimuli' for'a'given'acquisition'time.'
Modelling' results' suggest' that' the' proposed' paradigm' offers' a' significant' improvement' in' the'
accuracy'of'OEF'estimates'compared' to'previous'experimental'designs' (as'defined'by' the'RMS'
error'in'simulated'OEF'estimates).''
Methods#
Pulsed'ASL'(QUIPSS'II)'datasets'(each'containing'1000'voxels)'were'simulated'with'echo'times'of'
2.7'ms'and'29'ms.'Signal'variations'were'calculated'using'the'ASL'signal'model'described'in'[3],'
with' BOLD' signal' variations' calculated' as' per' [4].' Dynamic' changes' in' signal' amplitude' were'
obtained' by' convolving' step' signal' changes' with' a' gammaYvariate' function.' MR' noise' was'
included' as' per' [5],' with' the' addition' of' low' frequency' baseline' drifts' estimated' from' resting'
state'data' (12'subjects).' 'The'simulated'MR'time'courses'were'analysed'with'a'novel'Bayesian'
framework' (also' presented' at' this' meeting),' which' simultaneously' estimates' all' the' model'
parameters'from'data'acquired'at'both'echo'times'(TE1'and'TE2).'The'BOLD'model'used'in'the'
analysis' is' an' extension'of' that' presented' in' [2],'with' the'parameter'M'broken'down' into' two'
separate'fitting'parameters'OEF0'and'K'(whereK = A ⋅TE ⋅CBV0 ).'
Data'for'10,000'randomly'generate'respiratory'paradigms'were'simulated'and'analysed,'with'all'
paradigms' constrained' to' allow' for'only' interleaved'designs' (that' is'periods'of' either' elevated'
PaCO2'or'PaO2).''The'optimal'respiratory'paradigm'was'identified'as'the'design'with'the'minimal'
RMS'error'between'the'estimated'OEF'and'simulated'OEF'values.'Using'this'design'a'further'set'
of' simulations' was' undertaken' to' identify' the' Bayesian' hyperparameters' that' produced' the'
minimum'RMS'error'for'OEF'values'ranging'from'0.1'to'0.7.'
Results#
Figure' 1' shows' a' simulated' time'
series'(TE'29'ms),'produced'using'the'
optimised' paradigm,' overlaid' with'
the' model' fit' (blue).' The' optimised'
paradigm' consists' of' 3' periods' of'
elevated' PaCO2' (highlighted' in' red)'
and' 2' periods' of' elevated' PaO2'
(highlighted' in' green).' Unlike'
previous' designs' the'MR' signal' does'
not' completely' return' to' baseline'
between'every'stimulus,'reducing'the'
amount' of' time' spent' in' transition'
and' making' more' efficient' use' of'
the' available' acquisition' time.''
Using' the' optimised' Bayesian'
hyperparameters'the'proposed'18Yminute'paradigm'has'an'RMS'error'(in'OEF'estimates)'of'0.13,'
while'simulations'of'previously'proposed'18Yminute'paradigms'[1,2]'produce'RMS'errors'of'0.16'
and'0.17'respectively.'#
Conclusions#
The'respiratory'paradigm'presented'here'is'tailored'to'produce'minimal'error'in'OEF'estimates'
when' using' the' associated' analysis' framework.' In' this' context' it' demonstrates' a' significant'
improvement' in' the' accuracy' of' OEF' estimates' over' previously' implemented' experimental'
designs.'Although' the' results' still' require'experimental'validation' it' is' likely' that' the'proposed'
experimental'design'will'increase'the'accuracy'and'precision'of'in'vivo'quantification'of'OEF.'''

Acquisition Time (min) 
'' '''' '' ''

Figure#1.'Simulated'data'(black)'with'model'fit'(blue)'and'gas'
stimulation'periods'(coloured'blocks),'CO2'red'O2'green.'
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Oxygen'Challenge'MR'Imaging'of'the'Brain:'A'
Validation'Study'
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Background.!Oxygen'challenge'imaging'(OCI)'refers'to'transient'hyperoxia'during'T2*Xweighted'
magnetic'resonance'imaging'(MRI).'In'normally'metabolising'tissue'an'oxygen'challenge'precipitates'
an'increase'in'T2*Xweighted'signal'intensity.'When'cerebral'blood'volume'and'oxygen'extraction'are'
high,'such'as'in'the'ischaemic'penumbra'of'stroke,'this'response'may'be'exaggerated.'In'tissues'with'
impaired'metabolism,'there'is'a'diminished'increase'in'T2*Xweighted'signal.'Therefore'it'has'been'
proposed'that'OCI'may'be'able'to'probe'brain'tissue'metabolic'activity.'However,'many'
uncertainties'remain'including'the'optimal'oxygen'concentration'required,'optimal'field'strength,'
and'the'pattern'of'oxygen'administration.'Methods.!Eight'healthy'volunteers'had'OCI'at'both'1.5T'
and'3T.'OCI'was'performed'using'a'unidirectional'breathing'system'and'MRI'conditional'anaesthetic'
machine.''A'continuous'T2*Xweighted'echo'planar'imaging'sequence'(TR=2s,'duration'='11'mins'12s)'
was'used'and'OCI'applied'in'the'following'pattern;'air'(2'mins'12's)'–'hyperoxia'(3'mins)'–'air'(2'
mins)'–'hyperoxia'(3'mins)'–'air'(1'min).'In'four'subjects'the'first'hyperoxic'challenge'was'delivered'
at'a'FiO2'of'1.0'and'the'second'using'a'FiO2'of'0.6,'and'vice'versa'in'the'remaining'four'subjects.'The'
magnitude'of'signal'response'was'measured'as'the'area'under'the'normalised'curve'(AUC)'of'the'
signal'change.'ZXstatistic'maps'showing'activation'were'also'produced'using'FSL'software.'The'AUCs'
produced'under'different'conditions'were'compared.'Results.!There'was'a'greater'signal'increase'
precipitated'by'OCI'in'grey'matter'compared'to'white'matter'(n=8'for'all:'60%'O2'at'3T,'p=0.0016;'
100%'O2'at'3T,'p=0.0011;'60%'O2'at'1.5T,'p<0.0001;'100%'O2'at'1.5T,'p<0.0001).'The'AUCs'after'
100%'O2'were'greater'than'those'after'60%'O2'in'grey'matter'(n=8'for'all:'p=0.019'at'3T,'p=0.0072'
at'1.5T)'and'in'white'matter'at'3T'(n=8,'p=0.0314)'but'not'at'1.5T'(n=8,'p=0.177).'There'was'no'
statistical'difference'between'the'AUCs'derived'at'1.5T'compared'to'3T'in'this'small'sample'(n=8'for'
all:'for'grey'matter'at'100%'O2,'p=0.72;'for'grey'matter'at'60%'O2,'p=0.3016;'for'white'matter'at'
100%'O2,'p=0.7683,'for'white'matter'at'60%'O2,'p=0.4563).'However,'the'AUCs'were'often'larger'at'
3T,'especially'in'grey'matter'at'100%'oxygen.'When'evaluating'the'statistical'maps,'there'was'no'
statistical'difference'in'the'percentage'of'brain'voxels'activated'at'3T'and'1.5T.'At'both'1.5T'and'3T'
there'was'more'voxel'activation'after'100%'challenge'compared'to'60%'oxygen'challenge'(3T,'
p=0.039,'Wilxocon'Signed'Rank'test;'1.5T,'p=0.04,'Paired'TXtest)'[see'Figure'1'for'an'example'from'1'
subject]'but'this'was'not'significantly'different'to'the'voxel'activation'with'dual'oxygen'challenge'
(3T:'p=0.3,'Wilcoxon'Signed'Rank'Test:'1.5T,'p=0.4,'Paired'TXTest).'Conclusions!Higher'oxygen'
concentrations'precipitate'larger'signal'increases'in'healthy'tissue'and'delivery'of'a'target'FiO2'of'1.0'
as'a'single'epoch'produced'readily'detectable'changes'on'statistical'activation'maps.'Although'
higher'field'strengths'may'be'preferable'for'OCI,'use'of'1.5T'MRI'scanners'is'a'feasible'approach.''



Figure!1.!Statistical'maps'(using'a'z'statistic'threshold'of'2.3)'showing'activation'of'brain'voxels'in'
red,'after'OCI'with'an'FiO2'of'1.0'(a)'and'0.6'(b)
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Background and aims - Relative changes in the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen consumption (CMRO2) 
can be estimated by exploiting a mathematical model that relates BOLD-fMRI signals to cerebral blood flow 
(CBF)1. Recently, methods2,3,4 based on hypercapnia and hyperoxia have been developed to estimate 
absolute CMRO2. Here we empirically optimize a BOLD signal ‘calibration model’4, through a simulation 
study, to produce a ‘simplified model’ that aims to improve our ability to estimate oxygen extraction fraction 
(OEF) and therefore absolute CMRO2 from experiments using manipulation of CO2 and O2 levels.  
 
Methods - A set of synthetic BOLD signals was created using a detailed BOLD model5 to simulate a variety 
of experiments (respiratory task designs) at 3T, in which CBF was elevated by hypercapnia and arterial 
oxygen content was elevated by hyperoxia. A wide range of underlying physiological conditions was 
simulated varying the parameters input to the detailed model: baseline cerebral blood volume, baseline 
cerebral blood flow, baseline oxygen extraction fraction and haematocrit. For each respiratory task design 
1000 BOLD signals were generated with different combinations of these underlying physiological 
parameters. The analysis focused on the optimization of two parameters from the calibration model, α and 
β, that provide best agreement with the data simulated. Two metrics were used to evaluate the agreement: 
the sum of squared residuals (RSS) calculated between the generated BOLD signal and that fitted with the 
calibration model and the absolute discrepancy between OEF0 and the estimated value. These indices 
were evaluated over the (α,β)-space among all the simulated datasets permitting the assessment of optimal 
values of (α,β) and the definition of a new empirical calibration model, dubbed the ‘simplified model’ (Eq.1), 
with!the optimal parameter θ lumping together the information of α and β. Finally, the synthetic signals were 
fitted using the RSS index (real case scenario) in both cases. 
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    Eq.1 
 

Results – The analysis of the respiratory task designs shows that the maximum information content in the 
data is given by respiratory challenges with either simultaneous delivery of O2 and CO2 or an interleaved 
pattern including modulation of O2 levels over time. It was shown that α and β are largely collinear (Fig. 1) 
and the optimal values of (α,β) for each design were calculated; the overall optimal θ was found to be 0.06. 
The application of the simplified model with this optimal θ allowed us to accurately assess OEF0 and 
therefore absolute CMRO2, with percentage error distributions centred on 0 and well within the ±5% range 
(Fig. 2), and to exploit effectively all respiratory challenge designs considered. 
 
Conclusions – We propose the simplified model (Eq.1) as a tool for absolute CMRO2 evaluation in 
hyperoxic-hypercapnic studies. The simulation framework presented can also be applied to evaluate the 
most suitable value of θ for new respiratory task designs under the assumption that the detailed BOLD 
model is sufficiently realistic in simulating BOLD data for the respiratory challenges considered. 
 
 
 
 
References – 1.  Davis TL et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (1998), 1834-39  -  2.  Gauthier CJ et. al., Neuroimage (2012), 
1212–25  -  3.  Bulte DP et. al., Neuroimage (2012), 582–91  -  4.  Wise RG et. al., Neuroimage (2013) ,135–147  -  5.  Griffeth 
VEM et. al., Neuroimage (2011), 198–212 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Figure 1: logarithmic values of RSS index show near collinearity between α and β 
(simultaneous gas design) 

Figure 2: distribution of errors in OEF0 estimate over all physiological conditions fitted with 
the simplified model and θ = 0.06. Designs from left: interleaved, simultaneous, 
interleaved modulated in both CO2 and O2, interleaved modulated in CO2 and interleaved 
modulated in O2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Is CBF/CMRO2 coupling modulated by alterations in baseline perfusion? 

Joseph Whittaker1, Ian Driver1, Molly Bright1, and Kevin Murphy1 
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AIMS: The BOLD response to a stimulus is acutely sensitive to the coupling n between CBF 
and CMRO2. There is emerging evidence that n may be modulated by stimulus and brain state 
[1], as demonstrated by Liang et al who found that in visual cortex n varied with luminance 
contrast [2]. A pilot study was undertaken to assess whether this observed change in n is 
dependent on baseline perfusion, which was altered between normocapnia (NC) and 
hypercapnia (HC). 

METHODS:  Two separate runs of a graded visual stimulus were acquired for 4 subjects on 
a 3T GE HDx scanner using a PASL sequence (PICORE QUIPSS II) with a dual-echo 
gradient echo spiral readout (TR/TE1/TE2=2200/3/29ms; 64x64x8 matrix; 655 volumes). The 
visual stimulus consisted of a grey scale radial checkerboard flickering at 8Hz at 4 different 
contrast levels (1,5,10, and 100%). Each run contained 6x30 s blocks of each contrast in a 
pseudorandom order, and interleaved 4 min blocks of HC (+5 mmHg from baseline PETCO2), 
reversed for each run, and balanced across subjects. Thus there were a total of 6 blocks for 
each contrast level at both NC and HC. 

Data were pre-processed in AFNI to yield BOLD and CBF weighted time series, via surround 
averaging and subtraction of the first and second echo data respectively. For each run a GLM 
analysis formed an ROI from the average response to all contrasts in CBF using an 
uncorrected p=0.001 threshold, within an occipital lobe grey matter mask. Mean ROI time 
series for BOLD and CBF were then separately scaled to either a NC or HC baseline and 
entered into a GLM to obtain percentage changes for both conditions.  

CMRO2 changes were estimated within the calibrated BOLD framework [3] using optimised 
values of α= 0.14 and β=0.9 [4]. By comparing the ratio of contrast responses to the 100% 
constrasts, the need to estimate M was negated. For the 100% contrast n=2.3 was assumed for 
the NC condition, and the ΔCMRO2 was assumed to be the same for NC and HC conditions.  

RESULTS:  Subject response means were entered into one-way repeated measures 
ANOVAs, and significant differences were found between baseline states for both ΔBOLD 
(p<0.05) and ΔCBF (p<0.01). No significant interaction between baseline state and contrast 
level was observed, although there appears to be a trend for ΔCBF (p=0.07) as seen in Figure 
1(B). In agreement with Liang et at, n varies with contrast levels, as seen in Figure 1(D), 
although there were no significant differences between n values at different baseline states.  

DISCUSSION: These preliminary data appear to corroborate the dependence of n on contrast 
level seen by Liang et al, although given the small sample size there is insufficient statistical 
power to formally test this. Changing baseline perfusion significantly altered BOLD and CBF 
responses, however n appear to be preserved between NC and HC. More data will be acquired 
to fully understand the effect of altered baseline perfusion on n variability. 

Acknowledgments: This work was funded by the Wellcome Trust [WT090199] 
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Figure 1: A) Mean BOLD (±SEM) response to each contrast level with lines of best fit based on a power law, i.e. 
%BOLD=a(%contrast)b. B) Mean CBF (±SEM) response to each contrast level with lines of best fit based on a power 
law. C) CBF/BOLD coupling based on mean values (±SEM) at each contrast level, with lines of best fit. D) 
CBF/CMRO2 coupling based on mean values (±SEM) at each contrast level. Dotted grey lines show different n 
trajectories in the CBF/CMRO2 coupling space. 



Is the iso-metabolic assumption valid during hypercapnia?  
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Introduction: Hypercapnia is used widely in fMRI as a vasodilatory stimulus. However, the 
assumption is generally made that hypercapnia does not affect underlying neuronal activity 
and metabolism. Conflicting results have arisen from work assessing the effect of 
hypercapnia on CMRO2

1-4, albeit tending towards a small decrease in CMRO2 with 
hypercapnia. A more direct measurement of the underlying neuronal activity during 
hypercapnia has been made recently using electroencephalography (EEG)2 and 
magnetoencephalography (MEG)5. A broadband desynchronisation (decrease in oscillatory 
amplitude) was measured during hypercapnia, particularly in the beta band. Sensory, 
neurochemical, or other biophysical mechanisms have been suggested, however the exact 
origin is unclear. We present pilot MEG data for an experiment aiming to address this by 
implementing a graded hypercapnia challenge. By including milder levels of hypercapnia, 
below the sensory threshold, we aim to test the sensory hypothesis, where the MEG 
desynchronisation would disappear at these milder levels. 

Method: Pilot data was acquired for two subjects. Hypercapnia levels were presented by 
manually adjusting the flow rates of two inspired gases (medical air and 5% CO2 balanced 
with air). 5-minute blocks of hypercapnia were followed by 5 minutes of medical air 
(normocapnia). ΔPETCO2 levels (relative to normocapnia) of +4 & +8 mmHg for Subject 1 
and +2, +4, +6 & +8 mmHg for Subject 2 were presented in a pseudo-randomised order, with 
each level repeated twice. Smaller PETCO2 steps were used for Subject 2 based on the results 
from Subject 1. MEG data were acquired on a 275-channel CTF system. Subject 2 rated their 
level of breathlessness using a visual feedback task, presented for 10 s every 100 s throughout 
the experiment. The MEG dataset was split into 2s epochs. Noisy epochs (muscle artefacts, 
noise spikes) and 14 s from the start of each rating task were discarded. For MEG analysis the 
SAM beamformer was used to estimate source space activity which was then band-pass 
filtered and the Hilbert amplitude envelope calculated for each frequency band at 1s temporal 
resolution. The beta band (13-30 Hz) was the focus for this initial pilot work. 

Results: Fig1 shows beta band amplitude changes with hypercapnia for Subject 1, with 
similar decreases observed in the +8mmHg level as by Hall et al.5. A generally smaller 
amplitude decrease is observed in the +4mmHg level. Fig2 plots the beta band amplitude for 
each level (including normocapnia) for both subjects, with the feedback scores for each level. 

Discussion: From this initial pilot data, the effect of hypercapnia on neuronal oscillations 
appears to be graded, and not a simple switch at a certain level. More data will be acquired to 
draw firm conclusions about whether the sensory factors correlate with neuronal responses to 
hypercapnia, however it appears that changes are observed even in the milder (+2 and +4 
mmHg) levels of hypercapnia, where no discernable breathlessness is reported in the 
feedback task (Fig2). 

References: 1Chen and Pike, JCBFM 2010, 30:1094; 2Xu et al. JCBFM 2011, 31:58; 3Jain et 
al. JCBFM 2011, 31:1504; 4Murphy et al. Proc. ISMRM 2013, 21:3343; 5Hall et al. 
NeuroImage 2011, 58:1034. 
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Fig1: Change in beta amplitude with hypercapnia. 
(voxels with Puncorr<0.001 threshold shown)!

Fig2: (a) Mean±SEM beta amplitude across 
each level. (b) Feedback task scores!



Changes in Cerebral Oxygen Metabolism during Hypercapnia using 
Sequential pCASL and TRUST MRI Measurements 
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Introduction: BOLD and ASL MRI in combination with hypercapnic stimuli are becoming increasingly popular 
for measuring the cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR) in health and disease [1-2]. Hypercapnic stimuli are also 
frequently used in calibrated fMRI for quantifying the neuronally evoked BOLD responses or for CMRO2 
estimation. A general assumption in BOLD CVR and calibrated fMRI data interpretation is that hypercapnic 
stimuli are iso-metabolic. Here we evaluate this assumption for two commonly used hypercapnic stimuli 
(CO2air: 5% CO2 + balanced room air; carbogen, 5% CO2 and 95% O2) using MRI-based measures of changes in 
blood oxygenation. Additionally, carbogen stimuli will increase arterial and venous pO2, and the precise degree 
to which this increased dissolved oxygen binds dHb in veins is unclear [2]. A secondary aim was therefore to 
quantify the venous oxygenation (Yv) during hypercapnic normoxia and hypercapnic hyperoxia (i.e., carbogen). 
 
Materials and Methods: Healthy volunteers (n=10;age= 31+/- 3yrs) were scanned on a Philips 3T system (8-
channel head coil). Yv measurements were performed on the sagittal sinus using TRUST MRI (TR=3000 ms, 
TI=1200 ms, voxel size = 3.44×3.44×5mm3, 4 different T2 weightings with effective TEs of 0, 40, 80, and 160 
ms, with a tCPMG = 10 ms; repeats=2) [3- 4]. CMRO2 was computed using Fick’s Principle. The used arterial 
blood oxygen concentration (Ca = 897 mmol O2/100 mL blood for Hct = 0.44) was corrected for Hct (0.42 for 
males, 0.4 for females). CBF measurements were performed using pCASL MRI. Acquisition parameters and 
CBF quantification method were adapted from the recent recommendations by the ISMRM ASL study section 
[5]. Post label delay = 1700ms, label duration = 1500ms, TR = 3.9s, #control/label volumes = 13. For the CBF 
quantification of the carbogen condition a blood water T1 reduction from 1.66 to 1.55s was assumed. TRUST 
and pCASL data were acquired during the following paradigm:  3 min room air breathing (RA1) - 3min CO2air - 
3min room air breathing (RA2) - 3min carbogen (3min). The order of CO2air and carbogen was randomized 
between subjects and time was allowed between stimulus blocks for EtCO2 and Ya to equilibrate.  
 
Results & Discussion: Figure 1 shows the mean CBF maps for the room air, CO2air, and carbogen conditions. 
Figure 2 shows significant increases in wholebrain CBF and computed Yv. We observed significant decreases in 
CMRO2 compared to room air for both CO2air and carbogen conditions, a trend was observed for a largest 
decrease for the carbogen condition. The observed CMRO2 decrease is line with a previous finding in healthy 
subjects using CO2air [6]. The stronger CMRO2 decrease for carbogen can be explained by the high O2 content 
(95%). A previous study found a strong correlation between the inspired O2 fraction and the decrease in CMRO2 
[7]. Possible confounds of the carbogen data analysis are the potentially vasoconstrictive properties of O2 and the 
changes in blood water T1.Ongoing work is focused on comparing these results with data using a computer 
controlled rebreathing device (RespirActtm) that allows tight control of hypercapnic and hyperoxic (and 
combinations) conditions.  This data will include TRUST, pCASL and phase-contrast MRI measurements to 
investigate the mentioned carbogen confounds including the effects of hypercapnia on pCASL labeling 
efficiency. We believe these findings will be of importance for interpreting calibrated fMRI and BOLD CVR 
measurements using CO2air or carbogen stimuli. 
 
[1] Spano et al. Radiology 2013, [2] Donahue et al. Stroke 2014, [3] Xu et al. MRM2012, [4] Lui et al. MRM 
2013, [5] Alsop et al. MRM201, [6] Xu et al. JCBFM 2011, [7] Xu et al. JCBFM 2012  



 
Figure 1 Mean CBF maps (N=10, MNI space) for the room air, CO2air, and carbogen conditions. 
 Significant increases in wholebrain CBF were observed for the CO2air and carbogen conditions. 
 

 
Figure 2 Figure2 Significant changes in CBF, Yv, OEF, and CMRO2 for hypercapnic stimuli (CO2air: 5% CO2 
+ balanced room air, CARB: 5% CO2 + 95% O2). 
 ** Denotes significant difference, at a level of p<0.05, repeated measures anova 



The susceptibility of dissolved oxygen: modelling and measurements 
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Introduction: It has been predicted that, during hyperoxia, excess O2 dissolved in arterial 
blood will significantly alter the blood’s magnetic susceptibility, leading to non-negligible 
MR signal changes1. This would confound the interpretation of the hyperoxia-induced BOLD 
signal as arising solely from changes in venous and capillary deoxyhemoglobin (dHb), the 
implications of which are significant. This study, therefore, aimed to determine how dissolved 
O2 affects the susceptibility of blood (!!). 
 
Theory & Methods: In the model for !! from [1], the volume fraction of dissolved O2 was 
given by the product ! ⋅ pO2, where ! = 3.1×10-5 mL O2/mL blood/mm Hg O2 is the solubility 
coefficient of dissolved O2 in blood and pO2 is the partial pressure of O2. This solubility 
coefficient, however, does not give the physical volume of O2 dissolved in blood, it gives the 
volume that all the moles of dissolved O2 would occupy as a gas at standard temperature and 
pressure2. As a result, we suspected that [1] significantly overestimated the contribution of 
dissolved O2 to !!. Moreover, this value of ! applies only to blood with an average Hb 
concentration (and, therefore, average hematocrit (Hct)). We refer to this model as the ideal 
gas model (IGM). 
 We introduce here an extension of Spees et al.’s3 formulation of !! that incorporates 
dissolved O2 directly into the water compartments of blood (i.e. the water in plasma and red 
blood cells). This enables straightforward calculation of the volume fraction of dissolved O2 
in water and the calculation of !! for arbitrary Hct. For validation, distilled water and 
samples of bovine plasma were oxygenated over a range of hyperoxic O2 concentrations and 
their susceptibilities were determined using multi-echo gradient echo phase imaging. 
 Additional modelling was performed to compare the blood-tissue susceptibility 
difference using three models: the IGM, our (BMHP) model, and ignoring dissolved O2

3. 
 
Results: In distilled water and plasma, a linear fit to the measured changes in susceptibility 
gave excellent results (R2 > 0.97), with identical slopes of 0.062 ppb/mm Hg of O2 (SI 
units)(Fig. 1). This change is dramatically less than predicted using the IGM and is very close 
to that predicted by our model. The primary source of error in the IGM is the overestimation 
of the volume fraction occupied by dissolved O2. 
 Further modelling of the blood-tissue susceptibility difference indicated that, while 
the contribution from dissolved O2 to !! is small, it partially offsets the diamagnetic change 
in !! produced by the remaining ~2% dHb in arteries that converts to oxy-Hb under 
hyperoxia (Fig. 2). 
 
Conclusion: We found that the change in susceptibility of distilled water and plasma was 
marginally less than predicted by our detailed model. Most importantly, in contrast to 
previous predictions, our results indicate that the BOLD signal from hyperoxia will have a 
negligible contribution from arteries under most physiological conditions. 
 
References: [1] Schwarzbauer and Deichmann, Neuroimage 59:2401 (2012). [2] Roughton and 
Severinghaus, J Appl Physiol 35:861 (1973). [3] Spees et al., MRM 45:533 (2001).  



 
Figure 1: Measured susceptibility differences in SI units (squares plus error bars) between 
oxygenated water (a) and bovine plasma (b) and the surrounding water in the phantom. 
Shown is the best linear fit to the data, our (BMHP) theory, and the IGM employed by [1]. 
The vertical offsets have been adjusted such that the lines intersect at normoxia.  
 
 

Figure 2: Change in the arterial blood-tissue 
susceptibility difference (SI units) relative to 
normoxia for a range of hyperoxia levels as 
calculated when ignoring dissolved O2 (blue), 
using our model (red), and using the IGM (grey). 
Each data point was produced using randomly 
selected baseline oxygen extraction fraction (0.1 – 
0.55), arterial pO2 (PaO2) (90 – 130 mm Hg), Hct 
(0.35 – 0.5), and increase in PaO2 (0 – 500 mm 
Hg). 
 


